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INTRODUCTION 
 
The City of Waupaca is located in the southwest corner of Waupaca County and surrounded by numerous outdoor attractions that 
include the Ice Age National Scenic Trail, the Chain O’ Lakes and Hartman Creek State Park to the west, and the Little Wolf River to 
the northeast.  The City of Waupaca is not only the central hub to outdoor enthusiasts everywhere, but is home to the Crystal River, 
the River Ridge Trail, a number of campgrounds and parks.  Traveling through and around the City, by any mode of transportation, is 
very important to the community.  The City, in collaboration with Waupaca County UW-Extension, solicited assistance from East 
Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (ECWRPC) to help evaluate the City’s existing bicycle and pedestrian network to 
help guide them into the future.  ECWRPC utilized Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to map and analyze the connectivity of 
existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities, which helped identify deficiencies and ultimately make recommendations to fine tune their 
already impressive non-motorized network.   
 
Exhibit 1: depicts the City of Waupaca with the existing bicycle and pedestrian networks. 
 
The State of Wisconsin Complete Streets Policy - State Statutes Section 1918gr. 84.01 (35)  
 
“Complete streets” are broadly defined as roadways designed and operated to enable safe, convenient, and comfortable access and 
travel for all users.  Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and public transport users of all ages and abilities can move along and across 
a complete street with safety and comfort. 
 
In 2009, Wisconsin Act 28 created Statute 84.01(35), (also know as the “complete streets” law), which complements existing federal 
and state policies.  This statute, and the related Administrative Code Trans 75, requires the Department of Transportation to ensure 
that bicycle and pedestrian facilities are included in all new highway construction and reconstruction projects funded in whole or in 
part from certain state funds or federal funds (some exceptions exist). 1  
 
Although this state statute would only apply to Waupaca’s major thoroughfares, the City could benefit from ensuring that all of its 
roadways – state, county, and local – function as complete streets.  In some instances, shared-use paths may also supplement the 
roadway network (sidewalks, paved shoulders, and bike lanes/routes).  Together, these various facilities make up Waupaca’s bicycle 
and pedestrian network.  To help enhance and expand what is already in place, the following analyses take an in-depth look at the 
City of Waupaca’s non-motorized network from two different perspectives: the pedestrian and the bicyclist. 
  

                                                           
1
 Wisconsin Department of Transportation Facilities Development Manual – 11-46-1 Bicycle and Pedestrian Elements Affecting Complete Streets, March 4, 

2013 - http://roadwaystandards.dot.wi.gov/standards/fdm/11-46.pdf 
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PEDESTRIAN ANALYSIS 
 
Pedestrian accommodations are an important community asset, as they allow people to walk freely and safely from one point to 
another.  Pedestrian facilities not only provide a person with a necessary means of transportation, but a way to stay active and fit.  
Walking is essential to the health of an individual and to the community.  Everyone is a pedestrian at one point or another during 
each trip, even if simply waking from parking lot to front door.  Pedestrian facilities consist of sidewalks, hiking trails, and shared-use 
paths.  Paved shoulders are also prevalent within the City of Waupaca, which provide a stable surface off of the roadway for 
pedestrians to use when sidewalks or trails are not available.   
 
Exhibit 2: depicts the City of Waupaca’s existing pedestrian network. 
 
Pedestrian Facility GIS-Based Routing Analysis 
 
ECWRPC mapped the City of Waupaca’s pedestrian network and built a GIS-Based Routing Model, which calculates the optimal 
path based on a list of criteria.  To determine the optimal route, one must have an origin and destination.  City and Waupaca County 
UW-Extension staff not only identified the major origins and destinations within Waupaca, but also in those areas immediately 
surrounding the city.  Origins consist of dwelling clusters and schools, while destinations consist of places people want to visit.  
Examples of destinations include parks, commercial districts, municipal buildings, and restaurants.  The criteria the GIS model uses 
to determine the optimal path is listed below.  
 
Pedestrian Analysis Criteria: 

 Level One – sidewalks 

 Level Two – off-road hiking/biking (paved and unpaved) 

 Level Three – paved shoulders 
 
The GIS-Based Routing Model automatically assumes the shortest path (between each identified origin and destination) within the 
hierarchical levels.  The model will first look to utilize sidewalks, then off-road hiking/biking (paved and unpaved), and finally paved 
shoulders.  
 
It is important to note that the model results are completely dependent on the criteria and does not take into account actual 
pedestrian testimonies.  This is the very first step in understanding one’s transportation network based on connectivity. 
  
The result of the GIS-Based Routing Model is an optimal route density map.  Exhibit 3: Pedestrian Density Map illustrates all the 
optimal routes based on the origins/destinations and hierarchical criteria.  Pedestrian sections that are used the most by the model 
show up red and orange, and segments that are used the least show up green and light green.  In other words, the segments that 
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are used the most have a higher density and thus are considered a “High Priority Corridor.”  Areas that include an origin/destination, 
but are not served by any pedestrian facilities are considered “Isolated Areas.”  The following list the deficiencies identified as a result 
of the Pedestrian Facility GIS-Based Routing Analysis. 
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Deficiency Analysis Results: 
 

1. Isolated Area – Swan Park Area:  Existing trail network within Swan Park is disconnected from the rest of the bicycle and 
pedestrian network.  In order to connect to the network, facilities along River Street and Bailey Street would be needed.  
Woodland Circle may also provide a connection to the STH 49 Underpass isolated area. 
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2. Isolated Area – STH 49 Underpass Area:  Existing trail is disconnected.  In order to connect to the network, facilities along 
Woodland Circle would be needed.  This would also provide a connection to the Swan Park isolated area.  North Harrison 
Street would connect the isolated area south to the rest of the network.  Elm Street to the Waupaca Foundry would also 
connect it to the rest of the network. 
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3. Isolated Area – Oak Street Area:  Trailhead and existing trail are currently disconnected.  To connect to the full network, 
facilities would be needed along Oak Street and Townsend Road (to the bowling alley). 
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4. Isolated Area – Evans Street Area:  For the most part, the surrounding area has sidewalks.  To connect to the full network, 
sidewalks would be needed along Evans Street to CTH E and Churchill Street. 
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5. Isolated Area – King Road Area:  Sidewalks currently along CTH QQ.  To connect to the full network, facilities would be 
needed along King Road. 
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6. Isolated Area – CTH K Area:  Already an off-street trail along STH 22 and near high school, but not on the opposite side of 
the highway.  To connect to the full network, a crossing improvement at CTH K / STH 22 and facilities along CTH K would be 
needed. 
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7. Missing Link – East Side of City Area:  Currently lacks any facilities, but could connect to a fairly extensive trail network (and 
the rest of the City) if facilities were added near S. Industrial Drive and Godfrey Drive. 
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8. High-Priority Corridor – Lakeside Parkway/High Street Area.  Lakeside Parkway has an off road trail connecting the high 
school to High Street; there is a paved shoulder from High Street to Main Street.  There is also an off road trail that loops 
through South Park that connects to Lakeside Parkway to Main Street. This corridor could serve as a major connection 
between Waupaca High School and the greater community if more adequate facilities were provided (since some pedestrians 
and bicyclists do not feel comfortable on paved shoulders). 
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9. High-Priority Corridor – CTH QQ Area:  Currently, CTH QQ has paved shoulders from Otter Drive to Fulton Street.  However, 
this corridor could serve as a major Waupaca-King connection if more adequate facilities were provided (since some 
pedestrians and bicyclists do not feel comfortable on paved shoulders).   
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10. High-Priority Corridor – Waupaca High School Area:  This corridor could serve as a major corridor between Waupaca High 
School and the central part of the city if more adequate facilities were provided at the Lakeside Parkway/High Street area. 
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11. High-Priority Corridor – King Road Area:  Currently lacks any facilities, but could serve as a major bicycle and pedestrian 
corridor between Waupaca High School and King. 
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12. High-Priority Corridor – Apple Tree Lane:  Currently has paved shoulder and 35 mph posted speed limit.  Could serve as a 
major east-west bicycle and pedestrian corridor if more adequate facilities were provided (since some pedestrians and 
bicyclists do not feel comfortable on paved shoulders).. 
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BICYCLE ANALYSIS 
 
Bicycle facilities provide a necessary mode of transportation for all users.  The benefits of riding a bicycle – whether for utilitarian or 
recreational purposes – can be expressed in terms of improved environmental and personal health, reduced traffic congestion, 
enhanced quality of life, economic rewards, as well as others.2   
 
Exhibit 4: depicts the City of Waupaca’s existing bicycle facility network. 
 
Bicycle Facility GIS-Based Routing Analysis 
 
ECWRPC mapped the City of Waupaca’s bicycle network and built a GIS-Based Routing Model which calculates the optimal path 
based on a list of criteria.  To determine the optimal route, one must have an origin and destination.  City and Waupaca County UW-
Extension staff not only identified the major origin and destination within Waupaca, but also in those areas immediately surrounding 
the city.  Origins consist of dwelling clusters, while destinations consist of places people want to visit.  Examples of destinations 
include parks, commercial district and municipal buildings.  The criteria the GIS model uses to determine the optimal path is listed 
below.  
 
Bicycle Analysis Criteria: 

 Level One – off-road trails (paved and unpaved) 

 Level Two – any street below 35 mph posted speed limit 
 **King Road and Fulton Street corridors eliminated** 

 Level Three – any street between 35 and 55 mph posted speed limit 
 

The GIS Based Routing Model automatically assumes the shortest path (between each identified origin and destination) within the 
hierarchical levels.  The model will first look to utilize off-road trails (paved and unpaved), then any street below 35 mph posted 
speed limit, and finally any street between 35 and 55 mph posted speed limit.  
 
It is important to note that the model results are completely dependent on the criteria and does not take into account actual bicyclist 
testimonies.  This is the very first step in understanding one’s transportation network based on connectivity. 
 
The result of the GIS Based Routing Model is an optimal route density map.  Exhibit 5: Bicycle Facility Density Map illustrates all 
the optimal routes based on the origins/destinations and hierarchical criteria.  Bicycle facility sections that are used the most show up 
red and orange, and segments that are used the least show up green and light green.  In other words, the segments that are used 

                                                           
2
 http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/why/ - 11-19-13 

http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/why/
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the most have a higher density and thus are considered a “High Priority Corridor.”  Areas that include an origin/destination, but are 
not served by any pedestrian facilities are considered “Isolated Areas.”  The following list the deficiencies identified as a result of the 
Bicycle Facility GIS-Based Routing Analysis. 
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Deficiency Analysis Results: 
 

1. Isolated Area – King Apartments Area:  Isolated because King Road was removed from the analysis because it was deemed 
unsafe for bicycling.  In order to connect to the full network, facilities along King Road would be needed. 
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2. High-Priority Corridor – Fulton Street Area:  Currently, based on the criteria, bicyclists would travel far out of their way – north 
through Swan Park – to reach the commercial area.  Currently, based on the criteria, bicyclists would travel far out of their 
way – south past Waupaca High School along STH 22 and CTH QQ – to reach the Expo Center.  This is due to lack of 
facilities on Fulton Street.  It could serve as major east-west connection if bike facilities were provided. 
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3. Opportunity – Apple Tree Lane Area:  Currently has paved shoulder and 35 mph posted speed limit.  Could serve as a major 
east-west bicycle and pedestrian corridor if more adequate facilities were provided (since some pedestrians and bicyclists do 
not feel comfortable on paved shoulders). 
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4. Opportunity – East Side of City Area:  Currently lacks any facilities, but could better connect to a fairly extensive trail network 
(and the rest of the City) if facilities were improved. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

All recommendations are based off of the GIS-Based Routing Analysis and are intended to increase connectivity.   
 
Isolated Area – Swan Park Area:   

 Connect Swan Park area to the existing pedestrian network either through adding pedestrian facilities along River Street and 
Bailey Street or to Woodland Circle which would connect to the STH 49 isolated area.  The Woodland Circle would only be 
effective if the STH 49 Underpass isolated area was connected to the overall network. 

 
Isolated Area – STH 49 Underpass Area:   

 Connect the STH 49 Underpass area to by adding pedestrian facilities along Woodland Circle.  Adding pedestrian facilities 
along Woodland Circle would also provide a connection to the Swan Park isolated area.  Adding pedestrian facilities to North 
Harrison Street would connect the isolated area south to the rest of the City.  Another solution would be to add facilities to 
Elm Street to the Waupaca Foundry which would connect it to the rest of the network. 

 
Isolated Area – Oak Street Area:   

 Connect the Oak Street isolated area to the rest of the network by adding pedestrian facilities to Oak Street and Townsend 
Road to the bowling alley.    
 

Isolated Area – Evans Street Area:   

 Connect the Evans Street area to the rest of the network by adding pedestrian facilities along Evans Street to CTH E and 
Churchill Street.   
 

Isolated Area – King Road Area:   

 Connect the King Road isolated area to the existing network by adding pedestrian facilities along King Road.  Adding bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities along King Road would also connect the King apartment isolated area. 

 
Isolated Area – CTH K Area:   

 Connect the CTH K isolated area to the existing network by a crossing improvement to STH 22 to connect to off-street trail 
along STH 22 and near high school.  Crossing improvement could include pedestrian beacons, overpass or underpass. 
 

High-Priority Corridor – Lakeside Parkway/High Street Area.   

 This corridor could serve as a major connection between Waupaca High School and the greater community if additional 
facilities were added.  Lakeside Parkway has an off road trail connecting the high school to High Street; there is a paved 
shoulder from High Street to Main Street.  There is also an off road trail that loops through South Park connects to Lakeside 
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Parkway to Main Street.  Add additional pedestrian facilities to High Street and to Lakeside Parkway from High Street to Main 
Street.   

 
Missing Link – East Side of City Area:   

 Currently lacks any facilities, but could connect to a fairly extensive trail network (and the rest of the City) if facilities were 
added.  Add bicycle and pedestrian facilities to South Industrial Drive and Godfrey Drive to connect to existing network. 

 
High-Priority Corridor – Apple Tree Lane Area:   

 Currently has paved shoulder and 35 mph posted speed limit.  Could serve as a major east-west bicycle and pedestrian 
corridor if more adequate facilities were provided.  Add bicycle and pedestrian facilities to Apple Tree Lane. 

 
High-Priority Corridor – CTH QQ Area:   

 This corridor could serve as a major Waupaca-King connection if more adequate facilities were provided.  Currently CTH QQ 
has paved shoulders from Otter Drive to Fulton Street.  Add bicycle and pedestrian facilities along CTH QQ. 

 
High-Priority Corridor – Fulton Street Area: 

 Fulton Street serves as the east-west “backbone” to the street network and could as well for bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 
Fulton Street currently has pedestrian facilities, but lacks bicycle options.  According to the Bicycle Facility GIS-Based 
Routing Analysis, bicyclist would have to travel the local streets north of Fulton to get to the commercial district from the east 
side of the City.  Add bicycle facilities to Fulton Street would create a major east west connection for all modes. 

 
Continue to evaluate the bicycle and pedestrian network in the coming years. 
 
Create a “Grand Vision” for the City of Waupaca’s bicycle and pedestrian network. 
 
Look at establishing a bicycle and pedestrian network throughout the City of Waupaca.  Refer to the Wausau area bike map on the 
next page. 
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Wausau Metropolitan Planning Organization Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Plan – 2009  
 
In order to form a well-connected non-motorized 
transportation system, the bicycle network was 
planned to utilize both on- and off-street facilities. The 
routes and facilities recommended within this plan 
have been determined keeping established 
transportation right-of-ways in mind. However, a mix of 
on-road and off-road facilities are recommended to 
accommodate the greatest range of age and 
experience levels.  Regardless of whether streets and 
roads are included in this plan’s designated bicycle 
network, bicyclists will use all available roads. 
Therefore, the recommended bicycle network has 
been developed primarily to:  
 
• eliminate gaps within the current network  
 
• facilitate the year-round use of facilities  
 
• continue the expansion of the existing trail network  
 
• formalize existing routes used by cyclists  
 
• improve access and connectivity between 
municipalities within the Wausau MPO. 
 
http://www.co.marathon.wi.us/Portals/0/Departments/
CPZ/Documents/WausauMPO_BicyclePedestrianPlan
.pdf 
 

 

http://www.co.marathon.wi.us/Portals/0/Departments/CPZ/Documents/WausauMPO_BicyclePedestrianPlan.pdf
http://www.co.marathon.wi.us/Portals/0/Departments/CPZ/Documents/WausauMPO_BicyclePedestrianPlan.pdf
http://www.co.marathon.wi.us/Portals/0/Departments/CPZ/Documents/WausauMPO_BicyclePedestrianPlan.pdf
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CONCLUSION 
 
In early 2013, the City of Waupaca and Waupaca County UW-Extension, solicited assistance from ECWRPC to help evaluate the 
City’s existing bicycle and pedestrian network to help guide them into the future.  Discussions ranged from establishing a bicycle and 
pedestrian route map to mapping the existing system.  In the end the decision was made to evaluate the existing bicycle and 
pedestrian system and identify any gaps or needs.  The resulting recommendations are intended to increase connectivity and create 
an overall safe and efficient non-motorized transportation system.  The analysis findings are a starting point in the journey to achieve 
the City of Waupaca’s grand vision; a vision that provides a street network for everyone, no matter who they are or how they travel. 
 
Potential Grand Vision for the future of the City of Waupaca’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Network: 
 
 

The City of Waupaca envisions a transportation network that provides equitable multi-modal travel, promotes a healthy 
lifestyle, provides a safe, comfortable, convenient system and improves the quality of life for all citizens and businesses within 
the Waupaca Community. 
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